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AbstractsAbstracts of the of the talkstalks..

AmbrosioAmbrosio: We use new regularity and stability estimates for : We use new regularity and stability estimates for AlexandrovAlexandrov solutions to solutions to MongeMonge--Ampere Ampere 
equations, recently established by De equations, recently established by De PhilippisPhilippis and and FigalliFigalli, to provide global in time existence of , to provide global in time existence of 
distributional solutions to the distributional solutions to the semigeostrophicsemigeostrophic equations on the 2equations on the 2--dimensional torus, under very dimensional torus, under very 
mild assumptions on the initial data. A link with mild assumptions on the initial data. A link with LagrangianLagrangian solutions is also discussed.solutions is also discussed.

Bianchini: Bianchini: We will present a proposal of what the decomposition of transporWe will present a proposal of what the decomposition of transportation problems with norm tation problems with norm 
cost proposed by cost proposed by SudakovSudakov could be. Our proposal enjoys the following properties:1) everycould be. Our proposal enjoys the following properties:1) every
component is essentially component is essentially ciclicallyciclically connected (in the sense of optimal transportation); 2) the connected (in the sense of optimal transportation); 2) the 
decomposition is in many cases independent of the transport probdecomposition is in many cases independent of the transport problem; 3) it can be applied to lem; 3) it can be applied to 
singular 1singular 1--homogeneous costs.homogeneous costs.

CasadoCasado Diaz: Diaz: We deal with the homogenization of rigid heterogeneous plates. AWe deal with the homogenization of rigid heterogeneous plates. Assuming that the ssuming that the 
coefficients are coefficients are equiequi--bounded in L^1, we prove that the limit of a sequence of plate ebounded in L^1, we prove that the limit of a sequence of plate equations  quations  
remains a plate equation which involves a strongly local linear remains a plate equation which involves a strongly local linear operator acting on the second operator acting on the second 
gradients. This compactness result is based on a divgradients. This compactness result is based on a div--curl lemma for fourthcurl lemma for fourth--order equations. On order equations. On 
the other hand, using an intermediate stream function we deduce the other hand, using an intermediate stream function we deduce from the plates case a similar from the plates case a similar 
result for highresult for high--viscosity Stokes equations in dimension two, Finally, we show thviscosity Stokes equations in dimension two, Finally, we show that the L^1at the L^1--
boundedness assumption cannot be boundedness assumption cannot be relaxedrelaxed. . 

MuratMurat: : We consider, in dimension We consider, in dimension dd\\gege 2, the standard P1 finite elements approximation of the 2, the standard P1 finite elements approximation of the 
second order linear elliptic equation in divergence form with cosecond order linear elliptic equation in divergence form with coefficients in L^efficients in L^∞∞((ΩΩ) which ) which 
generalizes Laplace's equation. We assume that the family of trigeneralizes Laplace's equation. We assume that the family of triangulations is regular and angulations is regular and 
satisfies  the discrete maximum principle. When the satisfies  the discrete maximum principle. When the rr--hh. s. belongs to L^1(. s. belongs to L^1(ΩΩ), we prove that the ), we prove that the 
unique solution of the discrete problem converges in W^{1,q}_0(unique solution of the discrete problem converges in W^{1,q}_0(ΩΩ), 1), 1\\le q<d/(dle q<d/(d--1), to the 1), to the 
unique renormalized solution of the problem. We obtain a weaker unique renormalized solution of the problem. We obtain a weaker result when the result when the rr--h.sh.s. is a . is a 
bounded Radon measure. In the case where the dimension is d=2 orbounded Radon measure. In the case where the dimension is d=2 or d=3 and where the d=3 and where the 
coefficients are smooth, we give an error estimate in W^{1,q}_0(coefficients are smooth, we give an error estimate in W^{1,q}_0(ΩΩ) when the right) when the right--hand side hand side 
belongs to belongs to L^rL^r((ΩΩ) for some r>1.) for some r>1.
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